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Time is getting short for our next TAC Tanker gathering and we have
been receiving your registrations on a daily basis (almost). The Millennium
Hotel reports that they have filled 197 room nights of our 200 room nights
blocked. Our block is for 50 rooms for the 4 nights, but with pre and post
nights you use that helps the block. Be sure you make your reservations by
April 19, to get the special rate. Call 314-241-9500.
If you are a newcomer to the organization, your Registration Form
needs to be mailed to the address on the left of this page also by the 19th of
April. I keep forgetting to put that on the form in December. We also note that
some of you OUT THERE forget to check off your choice for the Banquet and
then we get to call you!!
Attention Flyers to St. Louis: For information on transportation from
the airport go on line www.gobestexpress.com and view the website. They
have 3 types of service and the shared rides cost $21 -one way and $37
-round trip. Seems to be the best option-Go Best Express
Nate and I have been to St. Louis several times and have taken the
City Tours with both the Delta Queen Cruise trip and the Riverbarge Trip, so
we have had lots of exposure to the many aspects of the city. There are several places I wish we could include in the reunion, but time is short and we did
our best to give you the highlights.
One of the places we hoped to see on the side is Grant’s Farm where
Anheuser-Busch raises their beautiful Clydesdale horses. The complex has a
Deer Park, Carousel, General Store, Amphitheatre, and a tram to take visitors
around the various animals sites. The Bauernhof is the food and hospitality
area and the stables are near the parking lot. Unfortunately, the farm is
closed on Monday, but if you are able to go on another day, do so…..

Board of Directors
Chair: Bill Wolford
Frank Boggs
Dick Hermans
Pug Hoover
Walt Larimer
Vic Ventura

802-660-9934
402-420-1126
903-852-5002
541-479-9864
937-873-8672
707-455-8506

For you baseball fans:
I checked the Cardinals Schedule
and learned that On Sunday, May
19th, there is a game with the
Brewers at 1:15 pm. So you can
drop by to Register and walk over to
Busch Stadium. Check out the
team website and get your tickets.

Eating al fresco at the Laclede’s Landing, our Sunday evening dining spot.
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President’s Corner

The Board Chairman’s Corner

By Nate Hill

It sure seems that the time is moving much faster than it
used to ! ! Seems like we just got back from Seattle and Natalie
wants me to “bring up the bags” for the St Louis trip ! ! This
brings to mind several conversations that I have had with Lou
Chapman about the folks who have not had the opportunity to
meet him and me at any of these get togethers during the past
13 years.
Guys, Natalie, Lou and I work really hard to make this
reunion organization just that - - along with Jake who needs to
budget his annual gasoline to get to the hospitality rooms to see
that you don’t get dry. We all are getting concerned that you
may miss the opportunities. The St Louis gig is as central as it
gets ! ! So far we have good turn-out at the hotel with 197 room
nights reserved out of 200 blocked for “cheap rooms”. That
means that we only can add another 50 folks to the roster to
help Jake and Lou with the shopping for the hospitality room.
Natalie and I have been to St Louis on different occaisions and it is a very interesting place what with the Gateway
Arch which launched Lewis and Clark to “the west” and also a
former World’s Fair location. There are many one of a kind buildings there which were built for the fair; also a University of some
repute, i.e. St Louis U. which has many famous grads.
I continue to do my thing which is talk to you folks and it
really upsets “the blonde” ‘cause I talk on the phone so much
but as we age I don’t want to let you slip away unnoticed. When
I call I don’t want to bug you, only let you know that you are in
my thoughts and prayers and I hope you are getting along OK.
For you wives, if “the old Man” has problems please let us know
so that if help is needed we can do whatever.
We have been doing these reunions for a long time and
hopefully you have been happy with our efforts but if not, don’t
be shy ! ! Let us know if you want something different in the way
of restaurant selection or food or things to see or whatever; even
if you want more accessibility for mobility we just need to know.
As my friend in Sonoma says, “Keep your Powder Dry”.

On Tuesday, we head to Historic St. Charles
where the U.S. Army’s Corps of Discovery set off on
their trip to the Pacific Ocean.
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By Bill Wolford
Dear Fellow Tanker Comrades: Warm
greetings once again from a blustery Vermont,
though we have not had nearly as much snow as
we would like this year.
We are preparing for our trip to St.
Louis, but have been waiting our airline reservations because we have been anticipating the arrival of our seventh great grand child. We hoped
for her arrival on my birthday, 20 February, but
she was not quite ready. Hanna was born at
6:30am 25 February. She is fabulous and by the
grace of God all is well.
Our son-in-law, Bruce has had surgery
to reattach some things that were detached due
to his rectal cancer last July and is doing well.
It has been a great concern because he had a
stroke during the original surgery and the doctors still do not know what caused it. They were
apprehensive about the second surgery. So far
all is well.
Again we are looking forward to seeing
you all in St. Louis. Natalie’s itinerary once
again looks outstanding. After the reunion,
Shirley and I hope to drive to see our new great
grand daughter. The reunion trip for us is a
great time of relaxation and fellowship.
We are still making our monthly trips to
Newburgh, NY, to care for Shirley’s mother (age
94) and her brother. So get your registrations in
and make your arrangements to fly, drive or
walk to “Meet Me In St. Louis” this May.
God Bless you

Vice President’s Corner

By Lou Chapman

A chance conversation has led to this issue’s
article. I was making random calls to members one day
and spoke with Jimmie“Jim” Conder in Idaho. What
follows is a fantastic story of service to our Country and to
others across the globe. I thank him for allowing me to
share this with you.
During our talks it was when I learned that he
has an unusual hobby. He collects and repairs antique
clocks and watches. He is the business owner/ operator of
Meridian House LLC which does Antique clock
restoration. I offered to scan some of negatives of clocks
for him and that led to further conversations. What
follows is an interesting story of his life and career.
His stepfather was posted to Japan with the US
Army and Jim was attending Narimasu High School in
1950 during his freshman year. Coming from a movie at
the Dai Ichi Building in Tokyo on June 25th, he learned of
the outbreak of the Korean War, little knowing at the
time he would eventually be involved in it. After his Dad’s
transfer to Arizona, he continued high school at Phoenix
Union.
He volunteered for the Air Force, and in 1952 at
age 17 had completed Combat Crew training and was
assigned to Langley AFB Virginia as part of a B-26 Night
Intruder crew. From 1952-1957 his military duties included being an Aerial Gunner, plus learning Armament
and Logistics. He went from Langley back to Kunsan
Korea as a Gunner on B-26’s where he completed 40
combat missions.
The next assignment was to Lowry AFB CO flying
as a B-29 Gunner, then back to Langley as a B-26 and B66B crewmember. He took part in a drone experimental
project at Eglin AFB Fl. (Aux #9) using the B-17, and then
on to Shaw AFB SC where he flew on the RB-66 and WB66’s. All this led to extensive experience with: Automatic
weapons, bombs, rockets, fuses, photo flash, aerial flares,
radar controlled and remote controlled armament.
By 1957 he had reached the rank of S/Sgt and
decided he wanted something more. Jim had his FFA solo
rating and so he applied for the Aviation Student (Cadet)
program. He went through training at Bainbridge GA and
Enid OK where he flew the T-34A, T-37A and the T-33A
and was commissioned and awarded a Military Pilot
rating in March 1960.
He was assigned to Biggs AFB TX with the
431st and became a co-pilot on the KB-50J, learning his
job while flying with Tom Grey. During the period from
1960-1964 he went from co-pilot to pilot and then to
Aircraft Commander. He picked up additional flight
time with the US Army doing missile tracking over White
Sands NM. This helped build up his hours to become a
KB-50J A/C.
Additional duties at Biggs included; Detachment
Logistics/ Maintenance Officer, Small Arms Training
Officer and Investigating Officer. He was TDY to
Florida flying the KB-50J during the Cuban Missile Crisis
in 1962.

During his career he flew 449 combat support
missions. His next assignment took him to Viet Nam
where he was assigned to the 309th Air Commando Sq.
flying the C-123B. His training also included Jungle and
Parachute Survival in Singapore, and he was the Combat
Control Team Chief during the battle of Cheo Reo
in June 1965. 1966 saw him TDY to Eglin AFB (Aux #9)
where he was an C-123B Instructor Pilot with the 1st Air
Commando Wing, preparing pilots for the combat
environment in Viet Nam..
From 1966-1968 Jim was a Pilot/Copilot/Aircraft
Commander on the C-141A at Travis AFB, in addition to
being the Nuclear Safety Officer. From 1968-71 he was
stationed at RAF Mildenhall England (513th TAC Airlift
Wing) with USAFE and NATO as C-130 Airlift Coordinator plus getting flying time in the C-47D. From
1971 until his retirement as a Major in 1975 he was with
Headquarters Command as the USAF Civil Air Patrol
Liaison Officer/Pilot in Twin Falls, Idaho. The list
of aircraft he flew included: Mooney 20E, Cessnas 150,
172, 182, 208 and Cherokee 140 doing Search & Rescue.
After separation from the Air Force he was with
Reeder Flying Service in Idaho from 1975-1977 as Pilot/
Administrative Assistant doing charters, Game surveys
and Fire Patrol. He also got additional flying time in the
Beechcraft Bonanza 35S. He was flying part-time for Air
Idaho (commuter airline-Twin Falls) using the 4 engine de
Havilland Heron. While flying for the Idaho Bureau of
Aeronautics (1977-1979) and serving as Pilot/Assistant
Safety and Information Officer/Aerial Search and Rescue
Coordinator, he logged time in the Cessna T-41B “Mescalero” and was the pilot to Governor Cecil D Andrus
using the Piper Navaho Chieftain PA-31-350.
From 1980-83 using the GI Bill, he enrolled at the
College of Southern Idaho and earned an AA in Liberal
Arts, Mid-Management and Retail Sales. He was also
taking courses at Boise State in English Literature and
20th Century Anglo-American Poetry.
During our conversations, he described himself as
a “book worm,”, and the list of books he mentioned to me
covers a large and varied spectrum. He had also taken
correspondence courses while in the Air Force.
During his time as a student he was doing
minimal flying, but in 1984 he went back to work for
Nielson Construction flying the Beechcraft 60 (Duke).
From 1984-1988 he was back at the Idaho Bureau of
Aeronautics as Chief Pilot/Safety Officer (Search and
Rescue Coordinator) and once again pilot to the Governor.
His duties this time included inspection of State Airstrips
and Facilities. Jim also developed and promoted State
Safety Programs. (Obstruction Marking
Surveys/recommendations and Wildlife surveys.)
From 1988-2002 he was a Captain for Corporate
Air (FedEx contractor) flying the Cessna 208A and 208B.
During these years he took seven leaves of absence to fly
mercy missions in Africa with Air Serv International.
1991-92 saw him as Program Manager/Pilot at Addis
Ababa Ethiopia where he set up the operation of support
of the World Food Program as the civil (Cont. page 4)
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(Continued from page 3) war concluded. The primary
mission was disaster relief in the Ogaden Desert Region.
Jim was back for a second tour in 1993 where he
established a 24 hour High Frequency Radio Net.
He also coordinated and performed flight operations in support of the Non-Governmental Organizations
(Missionaries of Charity-Mother Teresa), OXFAM
International, Irish Concern, Handicap International,
Save the Children, Africare, Doctors Without Borders,
German Doctors and other relief organizations. He
worked with the United Nations High Commission on
Refugees and advised/ assisted the Ethiopian Civil
Aviation Authority. He also traveled to Warsaw Poland to
fly and evaluate the Antinov 28 for possible use with
AirServ. Jim then went to Khartoum, Sudan to fly and
operate in support of the UN into disaster areas of
Southern Sudan.
From December 1995 to May 1996 he was back
with the Idaho Bureau of Aeronautics, then once again to
Africa. This time it was to Kileman, Mozambique to
support a Norwegian land mine clearing project and
emergency medical evacuation.. He also did Non
Governmental Agency support in survey and relief operations. Once again he was called and responded to an
urgent request to proceed to Uganda. From 1996-97 he
was placed on special assignment along with AirServ
aircraft to support Mission Aviation Fellowship (UK). He
served at Entebbe, Uganda and evacuated missionaries
from the war zone of the Congo/Zaire as Mobutu and his
mercenaries were being deposed. This was followed by
some tense moments getting 7“African Inland Mission”
persons evacuated from Aba, Zaire and five “Order of
White Fathers” evacuated from Bunia (among others.)
He also flew emergency refugee relief operations
for Norwegian Church Aid in the Kisangani/Lubutu area.
In 1998 he was flying specialized support missions in the
N.E Congo. During the Mozambique Catastrophic Flood
Disaster of 2000 Jim administered limited airstrip
operation checks to fixed wing pilots and coordinated
Fixed and Rotary Wing Rescue resources. Other duties
included working with civil helicopters of the Mozambique AF and Samaritan’s Purse fixed wing aircraft. In
2001, he was Pilot/Great Lakes Regional Director of Op’s
(Acting) for Uganda and the Congo.
With his mission in Africa done, he came back
home and went to work for Big Horn Airways in Sheridan
Wyoming. From May-August 2006 he was Chief Pilot/
Flying Officer at the Alaska Fire Center where he conducted Smoke Jumper operations out of Ft. Wainwright
AK and logistical support on the North Slope of Alaska.
From 2006-2012 he was on the Twin Falls, Idaho Regional

Fraternity State of Idaho Three Million Mile Safety
Award
Distinguished Flying Cross (at age 18)
Twenty-one Air Medals (2 at age 18)
Three Air Force Commendation Medals
Air Force Meritorious Service Medal
Air Force Expeditionary Medal
United Nations Service Medal (Korea)
Korean Service Medal with 2 Bronze Service Stars
Republic of Korea Medal
United Nations Service Medal
Presidential Unit Citation
Air Force Outstanding Unit Award with 5 OLC and “V”
Device Combat Crew Medal
Small Arms Expert Medal
Viet Nam Service Medal with 3 Bronze Service Stars
Republic of Viet Nam Medal
Air Force Longevity Service Award with 1 OLC
Aircrew member Badge -Aerial Gunner
Pilot/ Senior Pilot Badge
National Defense Service Medal with 1 Bronze Service
StarAir Force Good Conduct Medal
Dept. of Transportation/FAA Wright Brothers “Master Pilot”
in December 2012 (awarded for 50 years in Aviation)
Certificate of Appreciation, Air Serv International (Africa)
which is a Non-profit humanitarian organization not
supported by churches. It operates at cost with support from
major donors and volunteers like Jim Conder.
As you can tell, Jim Conder has had a exciting and
rewarding career and should be taking life easy, but at 78
years of age, he and his wife are still farming 88 acres on
their Bird-In-Hand Farm SW of Filer Idaho. He also finds
time to give talks to organizations about the danger of
Islamic influences here and abroad. For those who are
hesitant to attend a Reunion because they don’t know any
one, wouldn’t it be great to sit with someone like Jim and
swap stories and experiences.. I’m sure we have many members who have also done exciting things and we would love to
hear from or about them and share their stories too.

Airport Advisory Board.
From Airman Basic to Staff Sgt, on through the
ranks to Major, Regular Air Force, and in his civilian career
he logged an estimated 17,000 hours. He received his
Military rating in March1960 and his Commercial rating in
Janurary1971. His awards include:
Alpha Eta Rho- International Aviation Honorary

Jim with Grandkids, Angelina and Austin
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Big Game Hunter & the 420th (Part 2)
by Walt Larimer & Lou Chapman
When I (Walt) arrived at the 420th, I was
assigned immediately to a KB-50 crew led by Captain
Cleo McGovern and I continued flying with McGoveran
until my three year overseas tour expired in the
summer of 1959. However, I also flew with several
other KB-50 aircraft commanders (former KB-29
aircraft commanders) that knew Jerry Ragas because
he had been assigned to their KB-29 aircrews at one
time or another when their assigned crew radio
operator was on leave, DNIF, or on some other special
duty not involved with flying.
I have learned a lot of complimentary things
about Jerry from both his enlisted friends and from the
aircraft commanders with whom he flew. Suffice to say
for now that he was a very conscientious and dedicated
air crew member as well as a fun-loving, gregarious
individual that would give his buddies the shirt off his
back. Ask him sometime about the baby alligator that
mysteriously found it's way into M/Sgt Jess Gibbs
bottom desk drawer at Alexandria AFB. It was a well
kept secret for years. At least from M/Sgt Gibbs.
I was reassigned on somewhat of an emergency
basis from another disbanded operational flying unit to
the 420th AREFS, RAF Sculthorpe, Norfolk, England.
The 420th had previously experienced an mid-air
collision of two KB-29s over France. The majority of
the flight crews in this accident perished but five men
miraculously escaped when one of the two aircraft
exploded. (Note: A more complete story about this
accident appeared in the June and September 2004
issues of the TAC Tanker Tales and may be found in
the TAC Tanker website.)
Four of the five survivors were blown free
from one of the aircraft. Fortunately, they were
wearing their parachutes. The fifth survivor, the radar
navigator (lst Lt. Bob Leonard), struggled desperately
with a jammed escape hatch in the rear of the aircraft
and fell several thousand feet within the wreckage
before finally freeing the hatch. He bailed out seconds
before the wreckage hit the ground. When he fell to the
ground after his very short parachute fall, wreckage
from the aircraft was scattered around him with some
pieces still falling.
The 47th Bomb Wing, to which the 420th
AREFS was attached, sent out an urgent personnel
request for pilots, navigators, and flight engineers to
replace those that had been lost in the mid-air collision
of two KB-29s. The 47th Bomb Wing, then equipped
with B-45 light jet bombers was in the process of
replacing their B-45s with new B-66 light jet bombers
being delivered from the USA.
The primary wartime mission of the 420th

AREFS was to provide air refueling services for the
47th Bomb Wing’s bombers over the European
continent prior to their penetration into Soviet bloc
countries and the USSR. The 420th AREFS also
refueled the incoming B-66s over the Atlantic that
were being delivered to the 47th Bomb Wing’s
squadrons based at RAF Sculthorpe and at RAF
Alconbury. For this reason, it was imperative that the
420th AREFS had a sufficient amount of aircrew
personnel to fulfill these critical near-term air
refueling missions. The secondary mission of the 420th
was to refuel jet fighters located at bases in the United
Kingdom and USAFE.
About the same time frame as the tragic 420th
AREFS KB-29 mid-air collision, discussed above, the
classified mission of my previous flying assignment at
RAF Molesworth had been compromised. There were
only two squadrons in the world flying this same
classified mission with the same complement of special
mission aircraft (e.g., B-29s, SA-16s, C-119s, and C54s). Following the compromise, both squadrons were
disbanded, their unit designations deleted from USAF
records, and all enlisted and officer personnel were
reassigned to other operational units in PACAF ,
USAFE, and the United Kingdom. Several navigators
from the disbanded unit at RAF Molesworth were
reassigned to the 420th AREFS at RAF Sculthorpe. I
was one of those navigators reassigned to Sculthorpe.
The newly married Jerry Ragas and wife had
been living in the trailer park adjacent to Sculthorpe’s
base hospital but they moved to Norwich, a city about
thirty five miles away from Sculthorpe. At that time
base housing at RAF Sculthorpe was dedicated to the
wing and squadron commanders and those B-45/B-66
aircrews that were carefully selected to make the first
bombing strike on targets within the Soviet bloc
countries. All other married enlisted and officer
personnel assigned or attached to the 47th Bomb Wing
were compelled to seek quarters on the British
economy in nearby villages, towns, and cities and
commuted to Sculthorpe by personal auto.
The acting 420th Operations Officer (Capt.
Robert Tribolet), thinking that Ragas was still living
on base, assigned Ragas to one of the KB-29 aircrews
that were tasked to refuel USAFE fighters over France
following an early Saturday morning preflight
inspection and takeoff. When Ragas advised Tribolet
that he was living in Norwich and would have a very
difficult time getting to the base in time, Tribolet
agreed to assign another radio operator to take his
place. Later that same afternoon in Norwich, Jerry’s
wife brought in the city newspaper with
headlines telling the story about the midair KB-29 collision over France. Thus,
Jerry narrowly missed being one of the
fatalities in the mid-air collision
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Life Members
Douglas C. Durbin, GeorgetownOH-431
Jerry Gould, Raymond WA –429
Charles E. Hess, Etowah NC-421
Terry Larson, ElPaso TX-431
John Pallone, Albany NY-421
Jack Sanderson, Gainesville FL-420
Robert Seay, Lock Haven PADonald F. Spalt, Kirkwood MO-622
Chas.(Chick) Wright, Brooksville FL-429
New Members
Clarence F. Hewitt, Crossville TN-KCs
Jim E. Hunt, Cumming GA-421
Robert L. Wantland, Kensington CA427,420

Letters Received from New Members
Donald F. Spalt (October 2012
I retired from the Air Force 1985 after
25 years. I then went to work for Flight Safety
International as a Sabreliner instructor. I retired fromn them in 2007, but continued part
time while doing contract flying with about a
half dozen companies who operate Sabreliners. I finally retired completely from flying in
2007. My wife, Stella, and I live in Kirkwood,
MO.
Robert L. Wantland (January 2013)
After separation from the Air Force,
I joined TWA and was a pilot there for 25
years.

Clarence Hewitt (February 2013)
I retired from the Air Force at Robins
AFB GA October 1972 and moved to Florida
and worked for Sears for 5 years as a salesman. In 1977, we moved to Crossville, TN
where we bought a small farm. We had
horses, cattle and hogs and raised our own
beef, pork and had a large garden.
We now only have the garden as
there was a drought and feed was so expensive so we had to get rid of the animals. That
was 5 years ago. Sherry and I have been
married 56 years and have 4 children and 3
grand kids. They are all within 100 miles of
us.

Chaplain’s Corner

by Dick Hermans

I would like to dedicate this piece in honor of
the loved-ones we have lost during this past year. I
was one of the unfortunates that this happened to.
In December I said farewell to my beloved Marilyn.
She came into my life in September 2003. We enjoyed life together until December 14, 2012, when a
very aggressive live cancer took her to reside with
our Lord. She was not a military wife and I doubt if
she quite grasped the comrardary of military life.
She did enjoy our reunions and I could not dissuade
her from her desire to purchase some item from the
locals to add to the gift drawing on banquet night
each year. I will miss her gravely as I am sure you
miss your loved ones. God rest their souls.
“O God you do not willingly grieve or afflict your
children. Look with pity on the
suffering of these families in
their lossBring the light of your
love, through Jesus we pray..”

Bits and Obits
We received word from Cindy Gray Strickland, regarding
the passing of her father, Life member Ray H. Gray of the
431st. He died on 3 July in Bryan , Texas of brain cancer.

A phone call the other night revealed the loss of another Life member, Willie Perry Sr., 78 of Merkel
Texas. He died on 27 February with
services 4 March in Waco, where he
grew up. He was a boom operator
in the USAF for 22 years and a member of the 421st, 427th, and 429th
AREFS.
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Historian’s Corner

icing would occur on the aircraft. Mayfield quickly configured
the KB for anti-icing, and saw that the other aircraft got the word.
Result: lots of icing and turbulence in the storms, but the four
aircraft survived and reached Lajes OK.

By John Bessett

The Disappearance of Tyler 41
Our president, Nate Hill, received an email on 11 February this
year. It came from Bryan Dawson, a representative of the American-Hungarian Federation (AHF). Bryan wanted to know what
we might have on a man named Zoltan Robert Francis Szaloki.
Nate remembered “Bob” Szaloki as a young pilot in the 427th
AREFS, one of the crewmembers lost in the disappearance of a
KB-50K over the North Atlantic on 8 January 1962. Bryan was
hoping we had information which could amplify what he had
discovered on a stone in Arlington National Cemetery, just outside Washington DC. He thought that Bob’s remains were there,
and that he had died in Vietnam. Nate and the rest of us who
remembered Bob knew better.
So Nate contacted me. I myself remember Bob well and wanted to
set the record straight, particularly since Bryan wanted to feature
Bob on the AHF’s website as a deserving Hungarian-American
military veteran. So I checked my files in the TTA Archive
(including the accident report) and also contacted Frank Gawell
and John Bernard, TTA members who knew the crew and the
story. What follows is a composite tale.
Before Christmas 1961 TAC headquarters allowed the KB-50
tanker force at its Atlantic and Pacific island TDY bases to return
home for the holidays. Then in early January came the word to
“man the islands” again and resume our “flying gas station” role for
USAF’s fighter force. Accordingly Lajes was to receive five KB50s (a mix of 427th and 429th crews) on 8 January 1962. One of the
KBs, call sign Tyler 41, was to be flown by the 427th’s Major
Robert J. Tawney and crew. Unlike the others, Tyler 41 was to fly
via Argentia, Newfoundland, for a passenger stop. However, icy
runways at Argentia forced cancellation of that option, and the
crew refiled to fly direct Lajes.

The September 2001 article was by Frank Neely, the primary navigator on Mayfield’s aircraft, commanded by Capt George Pelechic.
As an enlisted man Neely had been a weather observer, and when
he saw the line of storms ahead on his radar scope, he knew the
crew was in for a ride. He had a very hard time vectoring the KB
through what was the worst weather he had ever seen, and concurs with Mayfield’s assessment. All four KB-50s survived. I
know. I was an additional navigator on this same aircraft with
Mayfield and Neely. I too saw the weather and rode out that turbulence. It was ROUGH. So this was quite possibly the reason
for the loss of Tyler 41: heavy icing and severe turbulence.
The following men were lost:
Maj Robert J. Tawney, aircraft commander
1st Lt Zoltan R.F. Szaloki, copilot
Capt Bernard A. Hanley, navigator
MSgt Arnold W. Womack, flight engineer
SSgt Billie D. Moore, refueling operator
A2c Carlton A. Link, refueling operator
A2c Paul M. Clawson, refueling operator
TSgt Harry T. Stetser, crew chief
A3c William J. Anderson, assistant crew chief

Ironic notes: John Bernard tells me that Capt Hanley, then the
regular navigator on the Tawney crew, was due to retire in a very
short time, and the plan was that he (John) would then become
the regular navigator for Maj Tawney after their TDY. He was
looking forward to flying on the Tawney crew, as he also was impressed with Szaloki and his potential as an aircraft commander.
Also, Paul Dooley (another TTA member) says he was a regular
refueling operator on the Tawney crew, but he was scrubbed from
the TDY because of conflicting survival training. The 427th sent
Because of that, Tyler 41 departed Langley about 1117 Eastern time, Paul Clawson in his place. Clawson was Dooley’s great friend in
after the other four aircraft had left, and proceeded east, via
the unit, and Dooley had introduced Clawson to his future wife…
Croaker Intersection, nonstop to Lajes, ETA 1857 Eastern
(2357Z). It was in radio communication for about two hours, at
In Arlington National Cemetery today, in the special memorial
first normally with the usual ground stations, but increasingly
section (as opposed to the graves and cremation urn facilities),
needing to pass messages via other airborne aircraft. At about
there are three memorial markers, one each for Tawney, Szaloki,
1315 Eastern the last message from Tyler 41 was heard, albeit with and Hanley. They are not close to each other, and the wording on
great difficulty. Then nothing.
each is different from the others, thus indicating that perhaps
each man’s family decided separately to honor him in this way. I
When Tyler 41 failed to arrive at Lajes as scheduled, a massive
plan to visit the area and honor all 9 the next time I go there.
search was initiated. Over the next six days almost 200 sorties
were flown by the Air Force (including many by fellow KB-50
crews flying from Langley, Bermuda, and the Azores), Navy, and
Coast Guard. These compiled almost 1700 flying hours, covering
the vast Atlantic. Nothing from the aircraft or crew was ever
found, and no cause was ever confirmed.
But long-time TTA members might recall that back in 2001 the
“Tanker Tales” had two articles about Tyler 41. The June issue
that year had an article by Gerald Mayfield, the flight engineer on
a 429th aircraft which, as part of the formation that had preceded
Tyler 41, had been forced to penetrate a ferocious line of thunderstorms in about the same area where Maj Tawney’s KB had disappeared. Just before penetrating that weather, he noticed that the
outside air temperature was unduly high (about zero degrees Cel- PHOTO CAPTION: The Tawney crew officers, in the briefing
sius) for the altitude of 21,000 feet. This very unusual temperaroom just before the fateful flight. LtoR in the foreground: Maj
ture inversion meant that, upon penetrating the storms, heavy
Tawney, 1st Lt Szaloki, and Capt Hanley. (Photo Frank Gawell)
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Book Review

By Jim “Pappy Boyington

American Patriot
Feb 24, 1925, George “Bud” Day is born in Sioux
City, Iowa. Feb 24, 2013, Day celebrated his 88th birthday
at the Magnolia Restaurant in Ft Walton Beach, FL. In
attendance was Doris, his wife of 63 years, their children,
and of Air Force friends, former POWs, folks from Sioux
City, and everyone in Fort Walton Beach who has known
him since his settling in nearby Shalimar in1976
Author Robert Coram’s “American Patriot” is
essential reading. It should be on the bedside table of all
our currently military leadership and the leaders of the
future, like your grandkids and mine. This biography of
George “Bud” Day, like Coram’s earlier one of John Boyd,
illustrates the dedication and courage it takes for a man to
persevere against all odds. Coram had fallen in love with
his subject, much like Hildebrand did in writing Louis
Zamporini’s story in “Unbroken” .
Read Coram’s Prologue and it’s easy to see why.
I remember well, the first great hero I actually met and
thanked. It was Jonathan Wainwright it was in 1947. I
had also met Gene Tunney that year. Day has risen to the
top of my “Hero” list, a lengthy one and most likely he will
remain there. The book listed in the Air Force Chief of
Staff reading list in 2009 is easy to read and hard to put
down. A marine in WWII, a lawyer (GI bill), Army officer
(ROTC), Air National Guard/Air Force Officer/pilot, fighter
jock, and POW Vietnam.
Day was and is a gladiator of the highest order.
Day is not a big guy, but truly a giant of a man. He is the
most highly decorated living service man to date. That
includes both military awards and decorations and the
scars suffered at the direction of Ho Chi Minh.
Early beginnings: No car, no phone, no indoor
plumbing. The great depression and dustbowl hit the Midwest hard. It was a daily fight for existence. The family
had been was evicted several times for failure to pay the
rent. Ten year old Day shot game and worked as caddy to
help. He noted that golfers had nice cars, nice clothes,
and nice homes and had been to college.
December 1943, Day, age 17, 5’-2” 114 pounds,
attempts to enlist in the Marine Corps. Beyond being patriotic, the military was a jobs program. He was advised to
go away, stuff himself with bananas and get his folks to
sign an age waiver. He did, came back at 116 pounds
and was accepted even though the minimum requirement
was 120 pounds. Due to his being hospitalized for five
months after severe reaction to sulfa drugs and penicillin,
Day never saw combat in WWII. He served on Johnson
Island and in Hawaii. This may have had a large bearing
on his eagerness to get into combat both in Korea and
Vietnam.
His story, so big, it will have to be told in two
parts, Part A :1925 to 1973 covers Day’s education, early
military experience, his arrival in Vietnam, a major / F-100
pilot and the horrors he endured as a POW.

Sixteen million returning veterans, so few jobs,
the government created what was called the “52/20 Club”,
twenty bucks a week for 52 weeks and the GI Bill, a
month of college for every month spent in the military plus
a bonus for overseas or combat. An additional $50 per
month covered the cost of books and supplies. Initially,
tuition was $35/qtr. Within a year, it had jumped to $100,
and then was raised again. Nothing was too good for the
boys in the service. Bud Day took full advantage. January
1946 he started college as a 2nd quarter sophomore. He
left college to enter law school late in 1947. By January
1950, he had doubled up and had a law degree.
In April 1950, with a college degree, a law degree
and two years of ROTC, Day applied to the Marine Corps
to obtain a reserve commission and was refused. He appealed, but before a decision was rendered, Day accepted an Army National Guard offer of a commission.
While he was at summer camp, North Korea invaded
South Korea. His unit was not called up. Ever eager to get
into combat, he accepted a reserve commission in the Air
Force, and on March 15, 1951, was called to active duty.
At age 27, he entered flight training. After basic at
Hondo Texas, he started fighter/bomber training in the T33 at Big Spring Texas, in February 1952 graduating with
class 52-F in September. One of the top grads, Day had
his choice of assignment. He chose the F-94 our first allweather jet selected to be a night fighter and attack aircraft in Korea. The Armistice was signed, the aircraft was
a failure and Day now trained as an all- weather GREEN
CARD pilot remained stateside. Assigned to SAC. Flying
F-84s, he was a fighter in a bomber pilot’s world. Not a
good thing.
Against all odds Day requested and was blessed
with a transfer from SAC and was assigned to the 55TH
Squadron at Wethersfield England. He thrived, became
chief of stan/eval. Day had cheated death on a number of
occasions. In 1957, in an F-84 a “lead your on fire” call
followed shortly by an engine explosion, while on final, at
300 feet, Day ejected. His chute failed to deploy. He survived the “no chute bailout”, his fall broken by a tree.
Fourteen weeks later, recovered from what initially appeared to be permanently
grounding injury he passed a
flight physical. In 1956, he
checked out in the F-100. In
1958, a “top gun” Day was
assigned as a judge in the
first all F-100 meet at Nellis.
Like the F-84, B-47 and B57, the F-100 used the
LABS (low altitude bombing
system) “over the shoulder”
nuke delivery.for the bombing competition.While there ,
Day met Robert Risner, and
heard the song “Misty.
(Continued on page 9)
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Impression of an Aviator

(American Patriot (Cont. from page 8)
The mission, “Operation Commando Sabre” (the
name is so hokey, it must have been dreamed up by a
behind the liner) was to use the F-100F (two seat trainer
version) as a high speed, low level, spotter aircraft and
mark SAM sites in the hot area just north of the DMZ.
This concept, so poorly thought through that it
could not attract even a most ambitious Lt/Col to take the
lead. No one could be that dumb. Major Day was summoned to 7th Air Force Headquarters in Saigon and directed to take command of the not yet formed unit. He had
it operational in 2 weeks.
The mission was so dangerous, within two months
he had been shot down, narrowly missed rescue (the 2nd
pilot was picked up) and was captured. Three days later
after severe torture he escaped. In spite of severe injuries
(including a compound fracture of his arm), shoeless, clad
only in a pair of shorts, always hungry, always in pain, for
two weeks he struggled toward the DMZ, some eighteen
miles south.
Spotted by enemy irregulars, practically within
earshot of a U.S. Marines outpost, Day tried to run,
was shot in the leg and hand and recaptured. He was returned to his original captors in Vin Linh, where his treatment was extremely harsh at the hands of the disgraced
guards. Major Norris Overly, a B-57 pilot shot down on
Sept 11, nursed a shattered Day and undoubtedly save
his life.
(Read Part 2 in the June Issue)

Written by Gary Claud Stoker
Flight is freedom in its purest form,
To dance with the clouds which follow a
storm;
To roll and glide, to wheel and spin,
To feel the joy that swells within;
To leave the earth with its troubles and fly,
And know the warmth of a clear spring sky;
Then back to earth at the end of a day,
Released from the tensions which melted
away.
Should my end come while I am in flight,
Whether brightest day or darkest night;
Spare me your pity and shrug off the pain,
Secure in the knowledge that I’d do it again;
For each of us is created to die,
And within me I know,

Magcheck Charlie
from Pete McGue
Out at the end of the runway
Where coral yields to sea,
There lies a fierce sea-monster
In wait for you and me.
He’s white as alabaster
His teeth glint in the sun,
His head is out of water,
To watch each takeoff run.
Mainly from fear and horror
He gained his world-wide fame,
Wake Island’s Magcheck Charlie
Is the fearsome monster’s name.
If when you check your mag drop
Ol’ Charlie hears a snort,
He’ll wait off the end of the runway
For the fool who won’t abort.

He reads the schedules closely
And stores them in his head
He knows what time you landed,
And when you got to bed.

He thrashes in the water
And beats the sea to foam,
Awaiting a fatal error
By an aircrew headed home.

He knows the bottle and throttle
And rests of ten and two,
He knows the standboard records,
And the talents of each crew.

He’s seen by all the airmen
As their aircraft claw the air,
And they plan their takeoffs better‘Cause Magcheck’s waiting there.

He knows about the ceilings
And how the crosswind blows,
He studies the pressure gradient,
And watches highs and lows.
There’s no end to his knowledge
As he swims there close to shore,
And the only way to beat him
Is to learn and study more.
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Refueling Records for the 420th?

An RF-101 Pilot Recalls a Memorable Refueling
Here’s another tale of refueling from a receiver’s point of view. It
was 21 October 1958, and the RF-101 detachment which had deployed from Shaw AFB, South Carolina, to Incirlik AB, Turkey,
during CASF BRAVO the previous July had started home. On the
19th the RF-101s had arrived Lajes from Torrejon, Spain. The pilot
narrating this tale, then-young 1st Lt Bill Blackwell, was an
“inventive” soul, as we shall note in his own words:

Once again, Lou Chapman comes through. He found an article in
the 16 August 1959 edition of the European Stars & Stripes which
claims a refueling record. A 420th KB-50 crew commanded by
Capt Neil M. Gobrecht was on a five-day TDY at Aviano AB, Italy,
to train F-100 pilots from England AFB, Louisiana, then at Aviano
on a four-month rotational TDY. During that time his crew had
1617 hookups and offloaded 255,000 pounds of fuel to 615th Tactical
Fighter Squadron F-100s while on-station 22hours 25 minutes.
The RF-101s departed on the 21st. “We met our first group of tank- Thus an average of one hookup every 50 seconds.
ers [KB-50s] about 600 miles west of the Azores, which left us
One 615th F-100 pilot, 1st Lt Charles DuBurger, made 151 hookups
plenty of fuel to go back to the Azores if there was a refueling
problem. The problem turned out to be that my refueling probe
in 35 minutes. Now that is swift! Not very much fuel transferred
would not extend. I tried to fluctuate the hydraulic system by
to that guy, I would think.
working all the flight controls while hitting the refueling probe
420th NCO Wins Suggestion Awards Contest
switch. When all the other planes had taken on their full load of
fuel, I was told to return to the Azores.
The same source (dated 6 August 1959) also notes that a 420th
NCO, SSgt William H. Carlisle, had taken second place in the
“I really had get-home-it is, so I rolled inverted, pushed the stick
world-wide USAF contest for the best money-saving and operaforward and hit the refueling switch at the same time, and the
probe came out. I told the flight to wait on me and then refueled. tions-enhancing suggestion the previous year. SSgt Carlisle received $1000 for “an idea for modifying a paradrogue used in air
Enroute to the next refueling I left the probe extended.
refueling operations.” The AF estimated that the first-year savings
“When we met the tankers over Bermuda my refueling probe was would be close to $100,000. That sounds like small potatoes toiced over and required me banging on the tanker’s drogue several day, but in 1959 that was real money, both for the AF and for SSgt
times to chip the ice off. It worked and we headed for Shaw AFB Carlisle. I wonder whether his idea related to the switch from a
and home.”
“hard cone” drogue type to the “badminton-bird” type that occurred in the late 1950s and is still used today. Can any veteran
Thanks, Ed Miller, for passing this along!
refueling operator enlighten me on this? I was just a navigator!
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